
Hi Everyone! 

I hope you are all safe and well! Thank you so much to everyone for the fantastic work you are doing at 
home! Just like the last block of work I put up, this fortnight’s schedule is divided into daily lessons for the 
core subjects of English, Irish and Maths. At this stage of the year, questions will arise (especially in 
Master Your Maths) that can prove tricky for the children and as this is a suggested schedule of work and 
you know your child best, just do what you can! Don't forget to check out the Scoil Eoin Padlet on our 
website which is full of suggested activities across the curriculum. 

The RTE School Hub is on every weekday for an hour and this is a useful learning tool also. 

Kindest Regards, 
Mr.Crowley. 

SPHE  June 3rd - 17th 

● Art/SPHE: Design a poster on Friendship. Include a well thought out slogan which is 
positive and shows us the importance of treating everyone with respect. 

● Check out the Scoil Eoin Padlet for some lovely lessons on SPHE. The padlet is available 
on our website at https://www.innishannonschool.com/covid-19/padlet/ 

webwise.ie is a fantastic resource for teaching children about online safety in a fun and clear 
way.  It has a course called HTML Heroes which the children would have seen in school 
previously. 

This might prove useful over the coming weeks, maybe take a lesson a day and have a 
discussion on each one. https://www.webwise.ie/html-heroes/ 

Weaving Wellbeing During challenging times, it’s more important than ever to look after your 
child’s well-being. To help parents to help their children, Outside the Box has produced a FREE 
activity journal (At Home with Weaving Well-being) to help children to enhance their mental 
well-being through a range of activities. It’s probably most suitable for children aged 8 to 12 years 
old but can certainly be adapted for younger or older children. 
https://www.otb.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/At-Home-with-Weaving-Well-being-A-Mental-Heal
th-Journal-for-Kids.pdf  

         Physical Education June 3rd  - June 17th 

1. The Body Coach Joe Wicks has provided amazing P.E. sessions for children on 
his YouTube Channel. These are uploaded every morning and are approx. 30 
minutes long. Joe is still going strong and he has his cast off! I think these are great 
lessons if you’re stuck inside on a wet day! 

                 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ 
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2.  Cork Sports Partnership’s ‘Keep Cork Active’ Resource: This has fantastic 
ideas to cater for the sporty children of Cork! They have put together a great 
booklet which can be accessed for free online at www.corksports.ie  

Continued Suggestions: 

 Fantastic fitness lessons for children available in Irish and English from RTE. 

 https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/ 

 Active Homework: when learning your tables and your multiples do a physical activity at the 
same time! For example, counting in fives, do star jumps! 

  

GAA   https://learning.gaa.ie/primary-school 

  

This links you to a great GAA website that is full of skill challenges that can be done in the 
garden! It also has great history topics and documentaries for all sports fans! 

 

                                  Religion June 3rd - June 17th 

Grow in Love  Theme 10: The Mass- Lessons 1 and 2, pages 79 to 84. 

In this section, we learn about how the words we use affects others in our surroundings. 

I suggest reading through the pages, paying particular attention to the responses that are used 
during the Liturgy of the Word on page 80. Also on page 83, we are shown some of the words the 
priest prays at Mass during the Eucharistic Prayer. 

SESE June 3rd - June 17th 

History:  

History Quest Chapter 15: Life in Ireland during World War 2 

Read through pages 78-82 and complete Activity A -pages 82-83 in your writing copy. 

Suggested work and differentiation: 

 Imagine you are writing for the local newspaper in 1939. On an A4 sheet, design the front page 
of the paper announcing the start of World War 2. (Refer to page 83 of your History Quest for an 
example of a front page) 
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Try and include the following: 

1. The name of your paper. ( You can make it up ) 

2. The date. 

3. Your big catchy Headline. 

4. A short article explaining the headline. 

5. A picture/photo of what you described. 

6. Keep it short and keep to the facts. 

  

Diary Entry: Pretend you were in the Phoenix Park on May 30th 1941. Thankfully you were 
unhurt and got back to your house. Write a diary entry that night about what happened. Were you 
afraid? Was it a loud explosion? Talk about the damage it did to the president’s house etc. Try to 
use as many adjectives/describing words as you can. 

Geography: 

Geography Quest 3, Chapter 15 Around Our Coast pages 72 – 76. 

Activity B: Page 75 questions 1-4. Write the answers in your writing copy. 

Activity C:  (Oral work) Questions 1-3 (Instead of your class groups discuss the questions which 
refer to the map on page 74 with someone at home. 

Activity C: Written Work. Question 4: Please use your atlas and the physical map of Ireland to 
help you find three bays, three headlands, three towns that are built near rivers and the sea and 
three islands off the coast of Ireland. 

Extra activity suggestions: 

PAWS:  Primary Aquatic Water Safety 

PAWS have a huge amount of fantastic resources available online which help to educate children 
about the need for safety around water. They have a great slideshow available at: 
https://online.flowpaper.com/7efd0784/PAWS3ENGLISHWEB/#page=1 

I know it might be a long time before we get the opportunity to swim in the sea again but it’s 
something I like to cover every year before the summer break and it deals with the dangers of 
water at home and on the farm as well. 
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Science/Art 

Again these are very simple but great fun experiments which require very little resources or 
resources you might already have at home. The main thing is to have fun with the experiments! 
Enjoy! 

  

 Primary Science has a great construction/engineering type question on how to build helicopters! 
There are so many more available here and they really are great fun! 

You can find this at the link: 

https://www.sfi.ie/site-files/primary-science/media/pdfs/col/paper_helicopters.pdf 

  

Draw with Don: Don Conroy (yes, that Don from years ago!) shows us how to draw a tiger and 
gives us loads of great facts at the same time! 

He can be found on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1YV_Y6dQUk 

 

 

Irish, English and Maths 

Wednesday June 3rd 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 25 page 54 Monday.  NB (Number 10 is a challenging question we 
have only briefly looked at. A breakdown of how to do this type of sum is available in the Busy at 
Maths main textbook on page 135. ) 

Tables:  Week 22 Monday only (Multiplying and dividing by 3) 

Busy at Maths Chapter 20 Decimals page 110 questions 1, 2 and 3 (If you fancy an extra 
challenge try page 111 also) This week we will focus on comparing 1 tenth to 0.10, 2 tenths to 
0.20, 3 tenths to 0.30 and so on. 

Additional support: Tutorials if needed for this chapter are available on www.cjfallon.ie   for free 
in the Busy at Maths section. Tutorial 62 and 63: These revise the tenths and show how to 
change them into decimals. 
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English 

Spellings: Week 31 Block 109 Spellbound page 64. 

Written work:  Spellbound exercises on page 64 questions 1 and 2 

Additional written work if you need a challenge: Exercise 3 page 65 of Spellbound. (Please 
complete in your copy as there is very little space for your nice writing in the book) 

Reading:  Sneak Thieves page 148 “A Gift from Kenya” 

Gaeilge 

Theme: Bia-Food 

Spellings:  Is maith liom – I like, Ní maith liom – I don’t like. 

Written Work:  2 sentences based on today’s spellings. 

Reading:  Abair Liom page 24, first 2 paragraphs of “Dinnéar sa Bhialann”- “Dinner in the 
Restaurant” 

Differentiation/ Extra challenge: Written work from Abair Liom page 24 exercise 1-6. Complete 
in your copy. 

 Thursday June 4th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 25 page 54 Tuesday 

Tables:  Week 22 Tuesday only. (Multiplying and dividing by 3) 

Shadow book: Chapter 20 page 42. (Complete in book) 

Additional support: Tutorials if needed for this chapter are available on www.cjfallon.ie   for free 
in the Busy at Maths section. Tutorial 62 and 63: These revise the tenths and show how to 
change them into decimals. 

English 

Spellings: Week 31 Block 110 Spellbound page 64. 

Reading:  Sneak Thieves page 149 “A Gift from Kenya” 

Written work:  Sneak Thieves page 150 Purple exercise questions 1-6.  

Differentiation/Optional Oral Work: Sneak Thieves page 150 Green Activity. 
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Gaeilge 

Theme: Bia-Food 

Spellings:  seacláid – chocolate, cabáiste - cabbage 

Written Work:  Abair Liom page 25 exercise C (HINT: prátaí/potatoes, stéig/steak, 

Is aoibhinn liom/I love (Please write answers in your copy) 

Reading:  Abair Liom page 24 final 2 paragraphs of “Dinnéar sa Bhialann”- “Dinner in the 
Restaurant”. 

Differentiation/ Optional Extra challenge: Comhrá/Conversation Exercise B page 25 of Abair 
Liom. 

  

Friday June 5th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 25 page 55 Wednesday 

Tables:  Week 22 Wednesday only. (Multiplying and dividing by 3) 

Busy at Maths Chapter 20 page 112 questions 1-4 in your copy. Question 1 and 3 can be 
discussed orally if you prefer to save having to draw each abacus. 

Additional support: Tutorials if needed for this chapter are available on www.cjfallon.ie   for free 
in the Busy at Maths section. Tutorial 62 and 63: These revise the tenths and show how to 
change them into decimals. 

  

English 

Spellings: Week 31 Block 111 Spellbound page 64. 

Reading:  New Treasury 3 page 84 “Book Review of Charlotte’s Web” 

Written Comprehension Work:  New Treasury 3 page 85 Activity A questions 1-8. (Write 
answers in copy)  NB (You know your child best. I suggest treating parts of this exercise as an 
oral language lesson if your child is struggling to write the answers independently and is getting 
frustrated. 
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Gaeilge 

Theme: Bia-Food 

Spellings/Verbs: D’ith mé – I ate, D’ól mé – I drank 

Written Work:  Two sentences based on the theme of Bia. 

Optional Reading:  Poetry “An Bhfuil tú lán? – “Are you full?” on page 29 of Abair Liom. 

Differentiation/ Extra challenge: You have just opened a new restaurant. Design a poster which 
you can hang on the wall to advertise your great new business! Try label five types of food in 
Irish! 

  

 Monday June 8th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 25 page 55 Thursday 

Tables:  Week 22 Thursday only. (Multiplying and dividing by 3) 

Busy at Maths Chapter 20 page 113 questions 2 and 3. (Differentiation/Optional Challenge: 
Questions 4-7 page 113) 

Additional support: Tutorials if needed for this chapter are available on www.cjfallon.ie   for free 
in the Busy at Maths section. Tutorial 62 and 63: These revise the tenths and show how to 
change them into decimals. 

  

English 

Spellings: Week 31 Block 112 Spellbound page 64. 

Reading/Poetry:  Sneak Thieves page 146 “Eletelephony” by Laura E. Richards. 

Written Work/ Poetry: Similar to the poem you just read, write your own short poem with 
rhyming words whose first line begins with “Once there was an elephant who tried to...” Read out 
your poem to an audience at home! 
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Gaeilge 

Theme: Bia-Food 

Spellings: brioscaí – biscuits, uachtar reoite – ice-cream. 

Written Work: Abair Liom page 27 Exercise F (Please complete in your copy) 

Continued Optional Reading:  Poetry “An Bhfuil tú lán? – “Are you full?” on page 29 of Abair 
Liom. 

  

Tuesday June 9th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Test Week 22 (If you fancy a challenge).  Again, some of these sums are 
tricky so do what you can on your own and maybe get help after if you’re stuck! 

Tables:  Check out www.topmarks.co.uk for great games on multiplying and dividing tables. 

Shadow Book Chapter 20 page 43 questions 1 and 2. 

Differentiation/Optional Extra Challenge:  Complete page 43 of Shadow Book 

Additional support: Tutorials if needed for this chapter are available on www.cjfallon.ie   for free 
in the Busy at Maths section. Tutorial 62 and 63: These revise the tenths and show how to 
change them into decimals. 

English 

Spellings: Week 31 Revise Blocks 109-112 page 64 Spellbound 

Reading/Novel:  Unwind and enjoy reading your own book for 10-15 minutes. 

 

Written Work/Creative writing:  Make up your own title and write a two page story. Try and 
make up a story about something you love doing or something you have a big interest in as I 
always found that more exciting than having to write about the teacher’s title when I was in 
school! I would write one on surfing or a dream that Cork won the All-Ireland! Don’t forget your 
paragraphs and always read over your story when finished to see if there is anything you might 
change like spellings or full stops etc. Best of luck! 
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Gaeilge 

Theme: Bia-Food 

Spellings: glaoine- glass, ceapaire- sandwich 

Scéal ó Cúla 4: Dinnéar do Toby! This is a lovely story on our theme of ‘Bia’ about poor Toby the 
dog! Have a look on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FLGwzrQ-eg 

 

Wednesday June 10th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 26 page 56 Monday 

Tables:  Week 23 (Multiplying and dividing by 4) Race against the Clock! See what you can get 
done in 15 minutes Monday to Thursday! If you don’t get it finished in time then no problem! Don’t 
forget www.topmarks.co.uk  for excellent table games if you need an extra challenge. 

Busy at Maths Chapter 21: 3-D Shapes page 115 questions 1-4 

Additional support: Tutorials if needed for this chapter are available on www.cjfallon.ie   for free 
in the Busy at Maths section. Tutorials 64, 65 and 66 are excellent: These tutorials compare 2D 
and 3D shapes, they look at Nets of 3D shapes and they show us what 2D shapes make up 3D 
shapes. 

English 

Spellings: Week 33 page 68 General Revision. 5 spellings on top row (‘speak’ across to ‘tonsils’) 

Reading/Comprehension: New Treasury 3 page 90 ‘Auntie Septic and Uncle Carbuncle’ 

Written Work/Comprehension: New Treasury 3 Exercise A page 91 

Gaeilge 

Theme: Caitheamh Aimsire- Pastimes 

Spellings: ag imirt peile- playing football, ag súgradh- playing 

Written Work: Abair liom page 143 exercise C. ‘Tá mé go maith ag - I am good at...‘ 
(Please use your copy for this exercise) 

 Reading:  Abair Liom lth. 142 first paragraph. 
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Thursday June 11th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 26 page 56 Tuesday 

Tables:  Week 24 (Multiplying and dividing by 5) Race against the Clock! See what you can get 
done in 15 minutes Monday to Thursday! If you don’t get it finished in time then no problem! Don’t 
forget www.topmarks.co.uk  for excellent table games if you need an extra challenge. 

Busy at Maths Chapter 21: 3-D Shapes Page 116. Learn what Face, Edge and Vertex mean. I 
would learn the top three yellow boxes off by heart as they are important. If you have that done, 
try Ex. 1 on page 116 in your copy. 

English 

Spellings: Week 33 page 68 General Revision. 5 spellings on second row (‘stamp’ across to 
‘brunch’) 

Reading/Poetry: New Treasury page 72 ‘Building Site’ 

Written Work/Comprehension: New Treasury 3 Activity A page 73 

Optional Oral Work/Drama Role Play: Imagine you work on a building site. Describe your day 
to someone in your house. 

Optional Art:  Create your own mini building site outside using toys/Lego, sand and soil. Take 
photos and create a collage! 

  

Gaeilge 

Theme: Caitheamh Aimsire- Pastimes 

Spellings/verbs: Thosaigh mé – I started, Rith mé – I ran. 

Written Work:   Write 2 sentences on the theme of ‘Caitheamh Aimsire’.  Mar shampla,  “Go 
tobann, thosaigh an rás!” –“Suddenly, the race started!” 

 Reading:  Abair Liom page 142 second paragraph. “Lá sa Pháirc!” 

Differentiation/Optional Extra Challenge:  Abair Liom Written comprehension questions 1-6 
on page 142. 
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Friday June 12th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 26 page 57 Wednesday 

Tables:  Week 29 (Multiplying and dividing by 10) Race against the Clock! See what you can 
get done in 15 minutes Monday to Thursday! If you don’t get it finished in time then no problem! 
Don’t forget www.topmarks.co.uk  for excellent table games if you need an extra challenge. 

Shadow Book: Chapter 21: 3D Shapes Page 44 questions 1-4 (Number 5 is very tough but if 
you feel you need more of a challenge, try it!) 

Additional support: Tutorials if needed for this chapter are available on www.cjfallon.ie   for free 
in the Busy at Maths section. Tutorials 64, 65 and 66 are excellent: These tutorials compare 2D 
and 3D shapes, they look at Nets of 3D shapes and they show us what 2D shapes make up 3D 
shapes. 

English 

Spellings: Week 33 page 68 General Revision. 5 spellings on third row (‘escape’ across to 
‘winter’) 

Reading: Relax with your own novel for 10-15 minutes 

Written Work: Spellbound Exercise 1 page 68 

Gaeilge 

Theme: Caitheamh Aimsire- Pastimes 

Spellings/verbs: ag rothaíocht – cycling, ag léamh - reading. 

Written activity: Design your dream playground on an A4 sheet or your copy. Draw in children 
doing 5 different activities and label them in Irish. Use page 21 of your Ceartlitriú to help you! 

 Reading:  Abair Liom page 142 third paragraph. “Lá sa Pháirc!” 

  

Monday June 15th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 26 page 57 Thursday 

Tables:  Week 27 Monday and Tuesday (Multiplying and dividing by 8) 

Shadow Book: Chapter 21: 3D Shapes Page 45 questions 1, 3 and 4. 
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Differentiation: (Number 2, page 45 on Shadow book is difficult but if you fancy a challenge try 
it!) 

Additional support: Tutorials if needed for this chapter are available on www.cjfallon.ie   for free 
in the Busy at Maths section. Tutorials 64, 65 and 66 are excellent: These tutorials compare 2D 
and 3D shapes, they look at Nets of 3D shapes and they show us what 2D shapes make up 3D 
shapes. 

English 

Spellings: Week 33 page 68 General Revision. 5 spellings on fourth row (‘coach’ across to 
‘stork’). 

Reading: New Treasury 3 page 66 Procedural Writing ‘Make a healthy lunchtime Wrap.’ 

Written comprehension: New Treasury 3 page 67 Activity A. 

Differentiation/Optional Challenge: Write out the steps you would use to make your favourite 
Sandwich/wrap/roll. Maybe you could make the sandwich and take a photo of your masterpiece 
before someone eats it! 

Gaeilge 

Theme: Caitheamh Aimsire- Pastimes 

Spellings/verbs: ag snámh – swimming, ag siúl - walking 

Written activity:  Sentences for today’s two spellings. Mar shampla, Chuaigh mé ag snámh le 
mo Mhamaí inné. – I went swimming with my Mam yesterday. 

 Optional Reading:  Poetry:  ‘Iascaireacht’ – ‘Fishing’  le E. Ó Tuathaill lth. 147 Abair Liom. 

  

Tuesday June 16th 

Maths 

Master Your Maths Test Week 23 (If you fancy a challenge).  Again, some of these sums are 
tricky so do what you can on your own and maybe get help after if you’re stuck! Remember, do 
what you can, circle the number of the sum you can't do and move on. Go back afterwards and 
try those tricky ones again. 

Tables:  Week 27 Wednesday and Thursday (Multiplying and dividing by 8) 

Busy at Maths: Chapter 25 Multiplication questions 1-5 (Complete in your sums copy) 

Differentiation: (Busy at Maths page 133 questions 1-4. If you need a challenge try these) 
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English/Drama 

Spellings: Week 34 General Revision page 70. First row, ‘France’ to ‘chapter’. 

Reading: Sneak Thieves pages 153-156 ‘Meet the Twits’ play script. 

Written Activity: New Treasury 3 Page 93 Activity A: ‘Conjunctions’ (complete in workbook) 

Differentiation/Optional Challenge: Act out the section of the script you have read with 
someone from your family. Be the director and assign everyone a role in your play! 

 

Gaeilge/Music 

Theme: Caitheamh Aimsire- Pastimes 

Spellings/verbs: le chéile – together, ag iascaireacht - fishing 

Story time: Sit back and enjoy a lovely story about a party in the woods on cúla4. You don’t have 
to understand it all but I bet you’ll enjoy it! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD2Apb1-IJQ 

 Music: Check out www.songsinirish.com  for a huge archive of great singsongs. 

Cúla4 on YouTube also has a great selection of songs for children and can be found at: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbcLsUBW9b3A5kHI_VOgqtNCqXfw7UqpK 

  

 

Wednesday June 17th 

Maths 

Tables:  Week 28 (Multiplying and dividing by 9) Try to do what you can within 15 minutes, 
Monday to Thursday. I think these are some of the hardest tables so just do your best like you 
always do! 

Busy at Maths: Page 160 – A Quick Look Back questions 1-20. Write out the calculations for the 
tricky ones in your copy if you can. Just do your best! 
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English/Drama 

Spellings: Week 34 General Revision page 70. Second row, ‘flatter’ to ‘sick’. 

Reading: Sneak Thieves pages 157-159 ‘Meet the Twits’ play script. 

Written Activity: Spellbound Exercise 1 page 70 

 

Gaeilge/Music 

Theme: Caitheamh Aimsire- Pastimes 

Spellings/verbs: léim mé – I jumped, Thit mé – I fell 

GAA Club Focus: Check out the boys and girls from a very famous club in Dublin called Na 
Fianna! It can be seen at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2l6N7LuVfY&list=PLbcLsUBW9b3B7Q3is8oiZjMCKMCmyO
JHx&index=23&t=0s 

Music: Check out www.songsinirish.com  for a huge archive of great singsongs. 

Cúla4 on YouTube also has a great selection of songs for children and can be found at: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbcLsUBW9b3A5kHI_VOgqtNCqXfw7UqpK 
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